### Item List

#### MANILLA FOLDER - F/C - Buff
- Code: SPC-141559
- Quantity: 1
- Price EA: $0.20
- Total: $0.20

#### SCRAPBOOK - Writer Blue Book 72pg
- Code: NPM-BB661
- Quantity: 4
- Price EA: $1.80
- Total: $7.20

#### A4 EXERCISE BOOK - 18mm lines (Not dotted)
- Code: SPC-140957
- Quantity: 1
- Price EA: $0.90
- Total: $0.90

#### PENCIL CASE Neoprene JUMBO + Name Card Single Zip 34X17cm
- Code: BRN-NEO341799
- Quantity: 1
- Price EA: $3.95
- Total: $3.95

#### MESH CASE CLEAR A5
- Code: ASM-MSH2620
- Quantity: 8
- Price EA: $2.40
- Total: $19.20

#### GLUE STICK Bostik 35g BLUE
- Code: WAY-254037
- Quantity: 1
- Price EA: $2.20
- Total: $2.20

#### TAPE - TRANSPARENT 24mm x 66m
- Code: ACO-87262OC
- Quantity: 1
- Price EA: $1.55
- Total: $1.55

#### LEAD PENCIL Jumbo Tri-grip HB
- Code: EDV-JUMBOHB
- Quantity: 2
- Price EA: $0.90
- Total: $1.80

#### MESH CASE CLEAR A5
- Code: ASM-MSH2620
- Quantity: 1
- Price EA: $2.40
- Total: $2.40

#### SCISSORS Osmer Left Hand 140mm Green Handle
- Code: ASM-OS203L
- Quantity: 0
- Price EA: $1.90
- Total: $0.00

#### HEADPHONES Shintaro (Adjustable) with Volume Control
- Code: MMT-14SH101
- Quantity: 1
- Price EA: $7.45
- Total: $7.45

#### WHITEBOARD MARKER Officechoice - BLACK Bullet Tip
- Code: PAR-OCH115701
- Quantity: 4
- Price EA: $1.50
- Total: $6.00

#### HIGHLIGHTER Office Choice - Assorted Colours
- Code: BRN-OCH940???
- Quantity: 1
- Price EA: $1.25
- Total: $1.25

#### COLOURED PENCILS Faber Junior Grip 10s Triangular Long
- Code: FAB-1611653810
- Quantity: 1
- Price EA: $5.15
- Total: $5.15

#### FELT PENS Crayola Ultra Clean CLASSIC - Washable Broadline
- Code: CRA-587851
- Quantity: 2
- Price EA: $6.95
- Total: $13.90

#### CRAYONS Texta School 10s Extra Large 1.5cm
- Code: PAR-0004592
- Quantity: 1
- Price EA: $3.75
- Total: $3.75

#### DOCUMENT WALLET Plastic F/C - BLUE
- Code: ACO-2011001
- Quantity: 1
- Price EA: $1.75
- Total: $1.75

#### BTS A4 DISPLAY BOOK Assorted Colours 20 pockets - refillable
- Code: BRN-141399
- Quantity: 2
- Price EA: $1.60
- Total: $3.20

#### BAG Drawstring (Waterstop Toughwear) Assorted Colours
- Code: 00-5104
- Quantity: 1
- Price EA: $6.45
- Total: $6.45

#### TISSUES Office Choice Premium 2 PLY 200’S
- Code: JSH-FT2P200OC
- Quantity: 1
- Price EA: $2.50
- Total: $2.50

---

**1 Large tub of Wet Ones (Not travel or refill packs)**

**ORDER TOTAL:** $95.60

---

*Prices are subject to change without notice. BTS special pricing is valid 6 November 2017 - 28 February 2018. Eftpos, Credit card and Cash Facilities Available. CHEQUES WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED by Browns Office Choice.*